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Dear Ms Shaw
INQUIRY INTO WESTERN AUSTRALIA'S SMASH REPAIR INDUSTRY

The Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety welcomes the
opportunity to provide a submission to the inquiry into Western Australia's
Smash Repair Industry.
Please find attached the Department's submission to the inquiry, presented in
three parts:
•

Part 1: Provides general background information including stakeholder
concerns , Commonwealth regulation of insurers , the Financial
Ombudsman Service, and the Department's role, data relevant to the
industry, and the changing landscape for the motor vehicle industry.

•

Part 2: Provides comments in response to the Inquiry's Terms of
Reference.

•

Part 3: Provides concluding comments indicating support for a national
approach to resolving stakeholder issues of concern. Reference is also
made to previous inquiries and reviews.

I trust the Department's submission is of assistance to the Committee. Please do
not hesitate to contact me if I can be of further assistance.
Yours sincerely
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WA Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety
Submission to the Legislative Assemb/y-'s Economics and Industry
Standing Committee-'s Inquiry into Western Australia-'s Smash
Repair Industry (June 2018)

PARTl:BACKGROUND
STAKEHOLDER CONCERNS

The Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety - Consumer Protection Division
(Consumer Protection) is aware of anecdotal concerns in relation to the smash repair
industry including:
•

pressure from insurers to keep repair costs low resulting in poor quality and unsafe
repairs;

•

insurance companies tending to issue work to larger companies rather than
spreading the work across the industry;

•

insurers not adequately checking the standard of repairs completed as part of
insurance claims;

•

repairers carrying out quality work to manufacturers' standards not being in a
position to compete with repairers undertaking sub-standard work; and

•

the de-skilling of smash repairers as a result of not being required to repair vehicles
to manufacturers' standards.

These concerns predominantly relate to commercial arrangements between insurers and
repairers and, as such, fall outside the scope of the legislation administered by Consumer
Protection. Consumer Protection does not play a role in the regulation of insurance
contracts between insurers and consumers. The Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority
and the Australian Securities and Investment Commission are the key regulators in this area.
Insurers are required to belong to an external dispute resolution service which assists in
resolving consumer disputes.
COMMONWEALTH REGULATION

The Commonwealth Government regulates insurance contracts and arrangements between
insurers and consumers under the Insurance Contracts Act 1984 (the Insurance Contracts
Act), the Corporations Act 2001 and the Australian Securities and Investments Commission
Act 2001. Importantly, Part II of the Insurance Contracts Act specifically requires that
insurers act in the utmost good faith.
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In addition, the Insurance Contracts Act excludes remedies under other legislation. The
Insurance Contracts Act's consumer protections are the sole source of remedies in relation
to insurance contracts. As a result, it would be unconstitutional for WA to legislate to create
jurisdiction over insurance related disputes.
FINANCIAL OMBUDSMAN SERVICE

The Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS} is responsible for dealing with consumer
complaints regarding insurance related products and matters relating to insurance claims.
FOS is an Australian Securities and Investment Commission approved independent external
dispute resolution scheme which deals with disputes between consumers and insurers.
FOS's 2016-2017 annual review indicated that 33 per cent of its general insurance disputes
involved motor vehicle comprehensive insurance. FOS does not, however, report the
reasons for disputes.
FOS's submission to the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales Select Committee on the
Motor Vehicle Repair Industry (NSW 2014 Inquiry) indicated that from their records and
knowledge of disputes, FOS had not identified any trend, such as an increase in disputes
relating to the quality of motor vehicle repairs. FOS also noted that the number of disputes
had remained low when viewed as a proportion of the total number of claims lodged or
motor vehicle repairs carried out by the insurance industry.
Consumers with concerns about the quality of work or parts used as part of an insurance
claim are able to seek the assistance of FOS. Consumers are generally required to first raise
issues with their insurer's internal dispute resolution scheme. If FOS finds in favour the
insurer, there remains scope for the consumer to take the matter to court. If FOS finds in
favour of the consumer, the decision is binding on the insurer.
Stakeholders have expressed concerns about FOS processes being too cumbersome and
lengthy and the lack of expertise on the part of FOS to resolve disputes in relation to motor
vehicle insurance claims. 1
MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE AND REPAIR INDUSTRY CODE OF CONDUCT

The insurance and smash repair industries launched the Motor Vehicle Insurance and Repair
Industry Code of Conduct (Code of Conduct) in June 2006. The Code of Conduct is selfregulated by the two industries and includes a dispute resolution system.
The purpose of the Code of Conduct is to provide transparent and co-operative relationships
between smash repairers and insurance companies. The Code of Conduct acknowledges the
rights of repairers and insurers to freely structure their business arrangements.

1

Legislative Assembly of NSW Select Committee on the Motor Vehicle Repair Industry, Report 1/55 July 2014,
page 81.
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Further detail in relation to the Code of Conduct is provided at Part 2 of this submission.
DEPARTMENT'S ROLE

Consumer Protection helps consumers and traders, regulates business and enforces
consumer protection laws. In respect of the motor vehicle repair industry, the Department
undertakes a range of advisory, conciliation, investigation and compliance activities
including:
•

providing information and advice to consumers and businesses about their rights
and responsibilities;

•

negotiating the resolution of disputes between consumers and businesses in the
motor vehicle industry through conciliation;

•

monitoring compliance with relevant legislation and taking appropriate action when
there is non-compliance;

•

undertaking formal investigations to establish whether there have been breaches of
legislation; and

•

initiating prosecution or other enforcement action as appropriate.

Occupational licensing of repairers
Consumer Protection administers the Motor Vehicle Repairers Act 2003 (Repairers Act)
which provides an occupational licensing regime for the repairers of motor vehicles,
including smash repairers. The Repairer's Act provides for the licensing of repair businesses
and the certification of individual repairers (tradespersons) working in repair businesses.
The Commissioner for Consumer Protection (Commissioner) is the licensing authority.
The key focus of the legislation is to ensure that repair work is carried out by qualified
repairers through the licensing of repair business operators and the certification of
tradespersons. In this context, a range of occupational activities related to vehicle accident
damage which includes body panel repairs, spray painting and associated works are covered
by the Repairers Act.
The Repairers Act commenced in 2007. The implementation was undertaken in two stages
over a two to three year period. The first stage being the registration of all tradespersons to
establish the pool of certified repairers. The second stage involved the licensing of all repair
businesses. The initial roll-out was focussed on gaining compliance with the Repairers Act by
ensuring that businesses and tradespersons operating in the industry were educated about
their responsibilities to be licensed or certified.

licensing of repair businesses
Under the Repairers Act a person who operates a repair business must only operate from
authorised premises.
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An applicant for a repairer business licence must satisfy the Commissioner that they are 18
years of age; of good character and repute; a fit and proper person to hold a licence; and
that they have sufficient material, manpower and financial resources (including necessary
equipment) to carry on the relevant class of repair business. 2
As at 1 July 2017, a total of 4,351 repair businesses held licences. The licensee of a repair
business is entitled to undertake any type of repair activity, provided they employ
appropriately qualified and certified repairers to undertake the work. As the business
licence database does not record the specific classes of repair work, Consumer Protection is
unable to provide the number of licensed smash repair businesses.
However, based on information published in the Insurance Council of Australia's submission
to the NSW 2014 Inquiry, around 1,200 smash repair enterprises were operating in WA for
the year ending 2013. 3 The report noted a steady decline in the number of smash repair
businesses of 0.6 per cent per annum for the ten years to 2012-2013.

Certification of repairers
The Repairers Act requires that motor vehicle repair work can only be carried out by a
person holding a repairer's certificate for the particular class of repair work, or a person
supervised by a person holding a relevant repairer's certificate.
An individual is granted a repairer's certificate for a particular class of repair work if the
repairer satisfies the Commissioner for Consumer Protection that he or she is a fit person to
hold a certificate and is sufficiently qualified to carry out the relevant class of repair work.
A person is considered to be 'sufficiently qualified' if they hold the prescribed qualifications,
have passed the prescribed examinations or have sufficient other qualifications or
experience that the Commissioner determines to be sufficient for the class of repair work
concerned. 4
The prescribed qualifications for each class of repair work are set out in the Motor Vehicle
Repairers Regulations 2007. 5 As at 1 July 2017, around 13,400 repairers were certified in

Western Australia.

2

Repairer's Act- section 16. See section 12 for definition of 'sufficient resources'.

3

Submission by Insurance Council of Australia {ICA) to the Motor Vehicle Repair Industry Committee which
attached a report commissioned by ICA and prepared by Deloitte Access Economics (DAE), 14 February 2014,
pp 22-23 of DAE report. Note: Data in the report was drawn from reports prepared by IBISWorld on
subscription. These reports are not publicly available. Updates are also not publicly available.
4

Repairer's Act - section 42.

5

Regulation 8, Motor Vehicle Repairers Regulations 2007
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Assessors
Assessors are not required to be licensed or certified under the Repairers Act. In employing
assessors, it is understood that insurance companies determine the qualifications, skills and
experience required of assessors to undertake their jobs. As assessors do not undertake
actual work on vehicles and are not employed by licensed repairers the Repairers Act does
not extend coverage to their activity.

Inspection program

Audits
Consumer Protection conducted 236 audits of motor vehicle repair businesses during the
2016-2017 financial year. Of the businesses audited, 27 were identified as being a smash
repair/panel and paint repair business. Twenty-four of these businesses were assessed as
non-compliant, however, issues identified were generally administrative in nature, for
example not displaying licence information and failing to notify of certified repairer staff
changes. Only two issues related to businesses not employing a certified repairer.

Inspection process
As indicated above, the focus of the inspection program under the Repairers Act has been
on education and advice to achieve compliance with the licensing and certification
requirements of the Repairers Act. Inspections focus on ensuring businesses are carrying out
repair work at authorised premises and whether repairers are appropriately certified.
The inspection program does not assess the quality of repair work. Issues of substandard
repairs are addressed through the complaints process, initially the conciliation process and
then the matter could be escalated to investigation if warranted. If patterns of substandard
work are identified in complaint trend analysis it is likely that the repairer would be
prioritised for a compliance visit and the complaint trend concerns would be discussed with
a view to rectification.

Inspection staff
Consumer Protection's Automotive, Marine and Trading Hours Branch is responsible for
undertaking a pro-active compliance inspection program in relation to the Repairers Act.
Staff involved in the program comprise, two Technical Compliance Officers who conduct
inspections and one Senior Compliance Officer who oversees the inspection program. All
three officers are qualified motor mechanics and hold individual repairer's certificates under
the Repairer's Act, but do not hold a specific panel beating class of repair work. These
officers also undertake compliance functions in relation to motor vehicle dealers.
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Enforcement action

Overall, compliance with the Repairers Act is high. Since the implementation phase of the
Repairers Act and then the commencement of inspections in 2011, prosecutions under the
Repairers Act have related to unlicensed repair businesses, and individual repairers failing to
comply with the conditions endorsed on their repairers certificate. There have been no
enforcement actions against smash repairers.
Australian Consumer Law

The Australian Consumer Law (ACL) which commenced on 1 January 2011, introduced
uniform, national consumer protection legislation. The ACL replaced Part V of the Trade
Practices Act 1974 (Cth) and the Fair Trading Act 1987 (WA).
Consumer Protection plays a role in dealing with consumer complaints in relation to the
quality of work undertaken by repairers. Under the ACL, all repair work including that of
smash repairers, is required to be undertaken with due care and skill and services are
required to be fit for purpose and provided within a reasonable time.

Consumer guarantees
The ACL replaced statutory implied conditions and warranties in consumer transactions with
a modern system of consumer guarantees. Consumer guarantees automatically apply to:
•

any types of goods and services costing up to $40,000 6;

•

goods or services costing more than $40,000 which are normally used for personal,
domestic or household purposes; and

•

a vehicle or trailer acquired for use in the transportation of goods on public roads,
regardless of cost.

Services provided by motor vehicle repairers are subject to the consumer guarantees
applying under the ACL. The ACL also provides consumers with remedies if goods or services
fail to meet consumer guarantees.

Unfair contract terms
Repairers may also pursue recourse against insurers regarding unfair contract terms under
the ACL. 7 In November 2016, the provisions of the ACL relating to unfair contract terms
were extended to apply to most standard form business to business contracts in
circumstances where:

6

The recently completed review of the Australian Consumer Law has recommended increasing this amount to

$100,000.
7

Applies to Proprietary Limited Companies in Western Australia .
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•

at least one party to the contract is a small business (with less than 20 employees);
and

•

the upfront price payable under the contract is less than $300,000 or $1 million if the
contract period is longer than 12 months.

An example of an unfair contract term is a term which allows or has the effect of permitting
one party (but not the other party) to vary the terms of the contract.
Complaints
Consumer Protection received 239 consumer complaints relating to motor vehicle repairers
for the 2016-2017 financial year, of which 49 related to smash repairs. The most complained
about issue was timeliness in completing repairs, representing 33 per cent of complaints.
The second most complained about issue was quality of work, representing 22 per cent of
complaints .
OTHER JURISDICTIONS

New South Wales (NSW} and the Australian Capital Territory (ACT} also have occupational
licensing regimes in place for repairers. NSW regulates motor vehicle repairers in a similar
manner to Western Australia (WA} . The ACT regulates repair businesses but does not
require individual repairers to be certified. Other jurisdictions do not specifically regulate
repairers .
NSW recently considered re-introducing a repairer class for loss assessors as recommended
by the NSW 2014 Inquiry. It is understood that NSW opted not to do so due to existing
regulatory requirements for assessors to be appropriately qualified as provided for under
the Motor Vehicle Insurance and Repair Industry Code of Conduct and the Road Transport
Act 2013 (NSW}.
LEGISLATIVE REVIEW

Consumer Protection has completed a combined review of the Repairers Act and the Motor
Vehicle Dealers Act 1973. The review process included extensive consultation with
stakeholders by way of a discussion paper, consultation regulatory impact statement and
targeted online surveys.
Matters raised by industry regarding business relationships between insurers and repairers
were not considered as they were outside of the scope of the review and the Repairer's Act.
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INDUSTRY REVENUE, EMPLOYMENT, REFERRALS AND ACTIVITY

The Insurance Council of Australia's submission to the NSW 2014 Inquiry indicated revenues
of approximately $7.1 billion for 2012-13 which was expected to decline to $6.93 billion by
2017-2018. Profitability within the industry was reported to have improved since 2007-2008
(8.7 per cent) and 2012-2013 (9 per cent).

8

The report also noted a downward trend in employment in the smash repair industry
Australia-wide from around 42,000 in 1992-1993 to 40,000 in 2012-2013. The report
forecast that this would further decline to 38,850 in 2017-2018. 9 Employment data specific
to Western Australia was not included in the report.
The submission also noted that repairers receive up to 80 per cent of their business from
insurer referrals, but also from sources including tow truck operators, mechanics, car
manufacturers and dealers and by word of mouth. 10
The submission provided a breakdown of smash repair activity in terms of industry value:
•

Vehicle body repair (52.2 per cent);

•

Auto spray painting (20 .6 per cent);

•

Windscreens (14.5 per cent);

•

Auto trimming and internal repairs (9.6 per cent); and

•

Other: (1.4 per cent). 11

CHANGING LANDSCAPE FOR THE MOTOR VEHICLE INDUSTRY

Transition to electrically powered and self-drive autonomous vehicles

More broadly, substantial changes are facing the motor vehicle industry due to
technological

disruption with the transition to electrically powered

and

self-drive

autonomous vehicles.
Given this rapidly changing landscape, it is vital that the regulatory framework remains
relevant and does not obstruct industry's capacity to respond and adapt.

8

ibid., page 23.

9

ibid., page 22.

10

ibid ., page 3.

11

Submission by Insurance Council of Australia (ICA) to the Motor Vehicle Repair Industry Committee which
attached a report commissioned by ICA and prepared by Deloitte Access Economics (DAE), 14 February 2014,
page 5 of DAE report. Note: Data in the report was drawn from reports prepared by IBISWorld on subscription .
These reports are not publicly available. Updates are also not publicly available.
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Key challenges
Key challenges in the short to medium-term include:
•

disruption through technology with the advent of electric vehicles, self-drive
autonomous vehicles and online purchasing of vehicles, servicing and parts;

•

the cessation of motor vehicle manufacturing in Australia;

•

the shortage of skilled labour due to the retirement of baby boomers from the
industry as the population ages, difficulties in attracting school leavers into
apprenticeships and retaining these people in the industry; and

•

the rapid pace of change in vehicle design and technology requiring up-skilling of
industry members.

Impact of future trends on the smash repair industry

Decrease in the need for smash repairs
A large scale uptake of autonomous or semi-autonomous vehicles will result in a decrease in
the number of repairs resulting from accidents. Some predictions suggest that accident
frequencies could drop by 80 per cent by 2040 due to the uptake of autonomous vehicles. 12
This will result in increased competitive pressure on both insurers and smash repairers due
to fewer policyholders and accident related repairs. As a consequence, the smash repair
industry is likely to continue contracting, with many smaller businesses likely to exit the
industry.

Decrease in non-body accident repairs
With the exception of the replacement of the lithium battery, electric vehicles have very low
servicing costs. Electric vehicles do not have a mechanical engine. Compared to an internal
combustion engine vehicle, which has hundreds of moving parts, an electric vehicle can
have less than ten. 13 As a result, electric vehicles need fewer repairs compared to traditional
vehicles. 14 It follows that the number of non-body repairs to vehicles involved in accidents is
likely to reduce significantly and these repairs are likely to be less costly to complete.

12
13

'Automobile Insurance in the era of autonomous vehicles,' KPMG (June 2015) <kpmg.com/insurance>.

Jordan Richard' Exactly how many moving parts in the MS,' Tesla
<https://fo ru ms.tesla .com/en_H K/foru m/ forums/exactly-how-many-moving-parts-ms>.

Forum

(16

July

2014)

14

Harry Tucker, 'Why Austra lian dealers don't want to sell electric cars,' Business Insider Australia (14 January 2016)
<http://www. businessi nsider.com .au/why-a ustra lia n-dea lers-dont-wa nt-to-sell-electric-ca rs-2016-1>.
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Electric vehicles are designed to protect the electric motor and battery pack and, as a result,
are unlikely to be damaged in low impact collisions. It is anticipated that the uptake of
electric vehicles by consumers is unlikely to result in increased repair costs.
Increased connectivity

Increased connectivity also has the capacity to affect the repair industry (including for
internal combustion engine vehicles). There are a number of different business models
emerging in the repair and parts market, with a shift towards business-to-consumer models
and away from business-to-business models. 15
The fact that all new vehicles are able to wirelessly connect to the cloud and run advanced
diagnostics has meant that phone apps such as Zubie are able to offer maintenance alerts
and diagnostic information directly to consumers.
In the event of a dispute, it is also possible that in the future vehicles will have the
technology to identify who undertook repair work and to determine whether such repair
work was faulty. In the long term, another possibility is that, with technology giants entering
the market, future manufacturers may seek to restrict third parties from servicing and
repairing their vehicles.
Training

The role of repairers is transitioning into the role of a computer technician. 16 It is predicted
that traditional mechanical expertise will, and is shifting, as cars become more connected
and software dependant. 17
Even in relation to internal combustion engine vehicles, the role of repairers increasingly
requires an understanding of computer technology and how to run software diagnostics. It
is likely therefore, that training for repairers will increasingly need to be focused on
computer programing. Repairers will need to attend frequent software training in order to
remain up to date and there is a risk of a shortfall of repairers with this new skill set. 18

15 Sarwant Singh, 'the Future of the Automotive Aftermarket and car servicing - Consumers Will Have More Channels to
Shop Around,' Forbers (2 June 2015) < https://www.forbes.com/sites/ey/2016/04/29/will-businesses-reach-genderdiversity-in-your-lifetime/#5c0ec50f43e8>.
16

Pia Duxbury, 'The Future of the Auto Mechanic is Clean,' Motor Trade Association of Western Australia (5 January 2017)
< https://mtawa.com.au/membership/member-communication/latest-news/item/3005-the-future -of-the -auto-mechanicis-clean.html>.

17

CB Information Services, 'Driverless cars will disrupted 13 surprising sectors other than the auto industry' Australia
Financial Review {26 April 2016) <http://www.afr.com/leadership/driverless-ca rs-will-d isru pt-13-surprisi ng-sectors-other-

tha n-the-a uto-i n du stry-20160425-goe8a e>.
Pia Duxbury, 'The Future of the Auto Mechanic is Clean,' Motor Trade Association of Western Australia (5 January 2017)
<https :// mtawa .com .au/ membership/member-comm u nicatio n/latest-news/ite m/3005-the-futu re-of-the-auto-mechanicis-clea n. htm I>.

18
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Skill shortages
Skill shortages also represent a significant challenge facing the smash repair industry. In
2015, the report of the Senate Standing Committee on Economics 2015 Inquiry into the
Future of the Automotive Industry noted that there had been persistent skill shortages for
over a decade in the downstream automotive industry.19 The report also noted that the bulk
of anticipated shortages in the future would be in the vehicle mechanical and vehicle body
trades areas. Further, the report noted the relatively low attractiveness of the automotive
industry, resulting in difficulty in facilitating the uptake of apprenticeships. 20

19

Senate Standing Committee on Economics Inquiry into the Future of the Automotive Industry, Driving jobs
and Investment, December 2015, page 32.

20

ibid.
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PART 2: RESPONSE TO INQUIRY'S TERMS OF REFERENCE
TERM OF REFERENCE 1
AUTOMOTIVE SMASH REPAIR WORK AND WHETHER IT IS BEING CARRIED OUT TO ADEQUATE
SAFETY AND QUALITY STANDARDS IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA.

UNSAFE REPAIRS

Industry concerns

Consumer Protection is aware of industry concerns about the power imbalance between
insurers and repairers as evidenced by the various reviews and inquiries into this issue
spanning more than two decades. This power imbalance is claimed by stakeholders to be
putting pressure on repairers to put price ahead of safety. Concerns have also been raised
by stakeholders in regard to insurers not adequately checking repairs once completed.
Consumer Protection has not received specific complaints or concrete evidence in respect of
unsafe repairs. Over the years there have, however, been a number of informal discussions
and anecdotal evidence provided by stakeholders, including the Motor Trade Association of
WA in relation to this issue.
It appears that FOS data does not identify reasons for disputes and as a result, it is not
possible to ascertain the number of disputes dealt with by FOS which relate to the safety or
quality of repairs.
Consumer Protection has not been able to identify publicly available Road Safety
Commission or WA Police Department data indicating a direct link between vehicle
accidents or fatalities and unsafe accident repairs.
Responsibility for repairs sits with the insurer

As mentioned earlier, when it comes to insurance related repairs, insurers are ultimately
responsible for the quality and safety of repairs regardless of who completes the repairs.
Consumers are likely to raise safety and quality concerns directly with their insurers or
repairers. It is, however, acknowledged that in many cases, consumers would not be in a
position to readily assess the quality or safety of repairs.
Rectification data

Checking the standard of accident repairs completed as part of an insurance claim is
considered a matter for insurers. It is understood that insurers maintain rectification data
identifying vehicles assessed as not repaired correctly and necessitating further repairs.
Also, it is understood that many insurers offer lifetime warranties on repairs.
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NSW 2014 Inquiry finding
Consumer Protection notes that the NSW 2014 Inquiry found that 'a significant number of
vehicles are subject to poor quality repair work and are being returned to NSW roads,
potentially increasing safety risks to road users' .21 Consumer Protection acknowledges that
it is possible that this may also be the case in WA.
Increased regulation
Increased regulation of repairers has been suggested as a means of overcoming safety
concerns, for example, instituting regular audits of the quality and safety of insurance repair
work and establishing a demerit system for repairers.
Such an approach is seen as cost-prohibitive and unlikely to overcome the issues of primary
concern to smash repairers. Such an approach would also be difficult to justify given the
distinct lack of evidence of poor quality and unsafe repairs. Neither, Consumer Protection's
complaints data nor findings of the various inquiries (apart from the NSW 2014 Inquiry) into
the

insurance and

smash

repair industries have produced

significant evidence of

sub-standard or unsafe repairs.
Industry is also likely to be strongly opposed to such a proposal as it would impose a
significant additional regulatory burden on business, including likely licensing fee increases
given the Government's requirement to achieve full cost recovery in delivering regulatory
services.
Consumer Protection notes that no other Australian jurisdictions undertake such audits. In
addition, WA and NSW are the only two jurisdictions with an occupational licensing regime
in place requiring individual repairers to be appropriately certified and qualified to carry out
repairs to motor vehicles. As such, protections afforded WA and NSW consumers are
already beyond protections available to consumers in other jurisdictions.
Care would also need to be taken in implementing reforms which could potentially interfere
with the Insurance Contracts Act's exclusion of remedies under other legislation. The
consumer protections provided under the Insurance Contracts Act are intended to be the
sole source of remedies in relation to insurance contracts.
As stated earlier, in our view it would be unconstitutional for WA to legislate to create
jurisdiction over insurance related disputes, for example, disputes between consumers and
insurers about the safety of repairs arranged as part of an insurance claim.

21

Legislative Assembly of NSW Select Committee on the Motor Vehicle Repair Industry, Report 1/55 July 2014,
page (v).
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Legal implications of unsafe repairs
Of relevance to concerns about the safety of repairs is the Productivity Commission's
observation that 'insurers and repairers have considerable incentive to ensure adequate
safety and quality of repairs as accidents resulting from poor quality repairs can have far
reaching consequences, including possibly severe legal sanctions, for insurers, as well as
repairers'. 22
ACCIDENTS RESULTING IN MAJOR STRUCTURAL DAMAGE

The Insurance Council of Australia's submission to the NSW 2014 Inquiry reported that
15 per cent of accidents result in major structural damage and that the majority of these
cars are written-off. Between two and five per cent of insurance claims involve structural
repairs (usually premium vehicles). 23
DAMAGED VEHICLES

Accident damaged vehicles generally fall into three categories: repairable, repairable writeoffs or statutory write-offs. Of relevance to the general issue of vehicle safety is the manner
in which repairable write-offs and statutory write-offs are dealt with by the Department of
Transport.

Written-off Vehicles Register (WOVR)
The Department of Transport maintains a public register of written-off motor vehicles which
includes the details of vehicles that have been classified as written-off. A written-off vehicle
certificate provides information on the status of a written-off vehicle and details in relation
to the date of the write-off and the reason.

Repairable write-offs
A repairable write-off is a vehicle which has been assessed as uneconomical to repair by the
insurer. The vehicle identification number (VIN} or chassis number is recorded as a
repairable write-off and the vehicle will only be registered if it:
•

22

is repaired;

Productivity Commission Inquiry Report (March 2005): Smash Repair and Insurance, Report 34, page xix.

23

Submission by Insurance Council of Australia (ICA) to the Motor Vehicle Repair Industry Committee which
attached a report commissioned by ICA and prepared by Deloitte Access Economics (DAE), 14 February 2014,
page 18 of DAE report.
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•

passes a safety inspection undertaken by an authorised provider prior to the final
trim, fillers, paint and finishes being completed on the vehicle; 24 and

•

passes a written-off vehicle inspection.

Statutory write-offs
A statutory write-off which is a vehicle which is too badly damaged to be repaired to a
standard that is safe for road use. The VIN or chassis number is recorded as a statutory
write-off, and the vehicle is not allowed to be registered again for use on the road. These
vehicles are only suitable for use as parts or scrap metal.
Reform under consideration
The combined review of the Repairers Act and the Motor Vehicle Dealers Act 1973 (Dealers
Act) considered whether disclosure of information to consumers ahead of purchasing a
motor vehicle from a dealer should be improved. Of relevance to damaged vehicles is a
proposal under consideration by the Government to amend the Dealers Act to require
dealers to disclose to consumers at the time of purchase, whether a vehicle has been
declared a repairable write-off.

TERM OF REFERENCE 2
THE CURRENT MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE AND REPAIR INDUSTRY CODE OF CONDUCT, ITS
GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION MECHANISMS AND WHETHER IT IS
EFFECTIVE AT REGULATING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REPAIRERS AND INSURERS, AND IN
SERVING CONSUMER INTERESTS.

BACKGROUND

Motor Vehicle Insurance and Repair Industry Code of Conduct
As a result of the Productivity Commission's 2004 Inquiry into the relationship between the
motor vehicle industry and the insurance industry, the insurance and repair industries
established the Motor Vehicle Insurance and Repair Industry Code of Conduct (Code of
Conduct).

24

Authorised providers are independent businesses that have been trained and appointed by the Department
of Transport to perform inspections on repaired written-off vehicles.
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The Code of Conduct is self-regulated by the two industries, includes a dispute resolution
system and is voluntary in all Australian jurisdictions apart from NSW where compliance is
mandatory for insurers and smash repairers under the Fair Trading Act 1987 {NSW Fair
Trading Act).
In NSW, failure to comply with the Code of Conduct could constitute a breach of the NSW
Fair Trading Act. 25 For example, if a NSW insurer or repairer fails to comply with the Code of
Conduct, a party to the dispute can take court action for compensation or court orders
against the party contravening the Code. If it is considered to be in the public interest, NSW
Fair Trading can also take action to enforce compliance with the Code of Conduct .
Between implementation of the (mandatory) Code of Conduct in NSW in October 2006 and
February 2014, NSW Fair Trading had not taken any actions to enforce compliance with the
Code of Conduct. 26 Consumer Protection is not aware of any enforcement actions under the
Code of Conduct since this time.

Purpose of the Code of Conduct
The purpose of the Code of Conduct is to provide transparent and co-operative relationships
between smash repairers and insurance companies. Key elements include:
•

principles and minimum standards to be adhered to, for example, responsibility for
quality and access to an independent external dispute resolution mechanism;

•

specific requirements applicable to insurers and repairers, for example insurers
should not refuse to consider an estimate on unreasonable or inconsistent grounds;

•

processes for estimating and authorising repairs;

•

information to be provided to repairers in relation to repair warranties offered to
consumers by insurers;

•

disclosure obligations applicable to insurers in their dealings with consumers (for
example in relation to choice of repairers); and

•

dispute resolution processes in the event of disputes relating to proposed methods
of repair (for example safety concerns) and disputes about a breach of the Code of
Conduct.

25

NSW Government Submission to the NSW Legislative Assembly Select Committee on the Motor Vehicle
Repair Industry, 6 February 2014, page 1.

26

ibid., page 5.
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The Code of Conduct acknowledges the rights of repairers and insurers to freely structure
their business arrangements and specifies matters which are not covered by the Code, for
example, minimum hourly rates or prices, standard hours to undertake repairs, types of
parts to be used and requirements to spread work between repairers.
WA signatories

According to the Code of Conduct's website, there are 32 insurance companies and 252 WA
smash repair businesses that have signed up to the Code of Conduct.
The Code of Conduct Administration Committee's {CCAC) most recent available annual
report from 2015, indicates that for the reporting period, 1 September 2014 to 31 August
2015, there were 154 disputes raised through the insurer's own dispute resolution
processes.
During this reporting period, 21 external disputes (those that were not resolved internally)
were lodged through the Code of Conduct's independent external dispute resolution
process.
Role of WA Small Business Commissioner

The WA Small Business Commissioner has a role in mediating business to business disputes
and is listed as an approved mediation provider under the Code of Conduct in resolving
disputes between insurers and repairers.
The WA Small Business Development Corporation has advised that, for the period
commencing 1 July 2016 to 11 June 2018, the Small Business Commissioner has not dealt
with disputes between a smash repair business and insurance company originating from the
Code of Conduct.
Effectiveness of the Code of Conduct

Consumer Protection is not in a position to comment in regard to the effectiveness of the
Code of Conduct. Consumer Protection has not received specific complaints in regard to the
operation of the Code of Conduct, but is aware of stakeholder concerns about the lack of
enforceability and the reluctance on the part of smash repairers to initiate disputes.
These concerns are consistent with issues raised as part of an independent review of the
Code of Conduct commissioned by CCAC in 2013. 27 The review identified the following key
issues:

27

Executive Counsel Australia,

A Review of the Motor Vehicle Insurance and Repair Industry Code of Conduct,

December 2013.
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•

lack of enforceability in relation to breaches of the Code and decisions arising from
internal dispute resolutions and external dispute resolutions;

•

industry rationalisation (large insurer owned smash repair shops) causing cost driven
uncompetitive practices compelled by fundamentally unequal market power;

•

reluctance on the part of repairers to engage with the dispute resolution processes
due to concerns about not receiving future business; and

•

dispute resolution processes requiring improvements.

Changes to the Code of Conduct were implemented in May 2017, and included:
•

the appointment of neutral parties to resolve disputes;

•

inclusion of arbitration as part of the dispute resolution process;

•

insertion of a new clause highlighting the need to behave in a professional and
courteous manner;

•

requirement for all disputes to be lodged through the Code of Conduct website; and

•

minimum training and experience requirements for estimators and assessors; and
mandatory reporting requirements of unsafe repairs.

It is yet to be seen as to whether these changes will be successful in addressing the issues of
concern to stakeholders as identified during the independent review.

TERM OF REFERENCE 3
CONSUMER CHOICE, CONSUMER PROTECTION AND CONSUMER KNOWLEDGE IN RESPECT OF
CONTRACTS AND REPAIRS UNDER INSURANCE POLICIES.

Consumer Protection has limited direct knowledge in relation to this term of reference and
is not aware of specific consumer complaints in respect of choice of repairers.
It is understood that it is not compulsory for insurers to provide policyholders with a choice
of repairer. Consumer Protection checked Product Disclosure Statements (PDS) for
comprehensive motor vehicle insurance policies offered by HBF, SGIO and the RAC and
found that all three insurers do provide policyholders with a choice of repairer.
The Code of Conduct requires insurers to make it clear in the PDS as to whether or not
policyholders have a choice of repairer and requires that this be specifically identified in the
PDS table of contents.
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It is, however, likely that until it comes time to make a claim, many consumers may not be
aware of their rights under their policies in relation to choice of repairer. Those consumers
who are aware of their rights are likely to raise their right to a choice of repairer with their
insurer at the time of lodging a claim and would also have scope to take the matter to the

FOS.
Of relevance to this issue is the Australian Consumers Association's (ACA) observation
included in its 2004 submission to the Productivity Commission: 'when non-choice of
repairer first appeared in the consumer motor insurance market, ACA research indicated
some considerable dissatisfaction with the insurer that introduced that policy. More recent
research indicates that this is no longer an issue for most consumers in assessing
satisfaction with their insurer.' 28
The ACA also noted that many consumers do not have a preferred repairer and may in fact
prefer to have the insurer manage the repair process. In addition, it is understood that many
consumers are not in a position to compare smash repairers as they generally access these
services infrequently.
Preferred repairer schemes

Evidence to the NSW 2014 Inquiry indicated that insurers generally have preferred repairer
schemes in place as part of their business models. 29 In addition, it is understood that some
insurers require repairers to use particular parts and/or parts suppliers. 30
Evidence to the NSW 2014 Inquiry indicated that some insurers may be directing
policyholders to insurer-preferred or insurer-owned repairers despite having a right under
their policies to choose their own repairer. This is referred to as 'steering practices'.
Evidence to the NSW 2014 Inquiry also indicated that insurers provide incentives for their
staff to direct consumers to preferred repairers. It is understood that consumers are
sometimes offered inducements to use preferred repairers, for example, a free car wash if
the customer uses an insurer-appointed repairer. 31 It appears that disincentives are also
used to discourage consumers from using non-preferred repairers, for example, implying
that the lifetime warranty on repairs will not apply despite this not in fact being the case. 32

28

The Australian Consumers Association's Submission to the Productivity Commission Draft Report: Smash
Repair and Insurance, December 2004.

29

Legislative Assembly of NSW, select Committee on the Motor Vehicle Repair Industry Report 1/55 July 2014,
page 20.

30

ibid., page 55.

31

ibid., page (ix) .

32

ibid., page 61.
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Concerns about steering practices

Steering practices are considered by some stakeholders to be anti-competitive and reducing
consumer choice. Some overseas jurisdictions have anti-steering legislation in place
whereby insurers are banned from recommending repairers.
For example, in Arkansas USA, requiring as a condition of payment of claim that repairs
must be completed by a particular contractor, supplier or repair shop is defined as an unfair
method of competition or unfair practice. 33
Current protections considered adequate

Consumer Protection is of the view that general legislative protections coupled with
protections offered under the Code of Conduct in respect of misleading and deceptive
conduct are adequate to deal with issues of concern in relation to insurer conduct.
For example, Clause 6 of the Code of Conduct states that insurers must not make misleading
or deceptive comments about quality, safety, capability or timeliness of repairers who are
not members of their network of smash repairers.
Given these current protections, Consumer Protection does not support the introduction of
anti-steering legislation, but does support positive disclosure efforts to ensure consumers
are made aware, at point of sale, as to whether the insurance policy on offer provides for a
choice of repairer.

TERM OF REFERENCE 4
THE BUSINESS PRACTICES OF INSURERS AND REPAIRERS, INCLUDING VERTICAL INTEGRATION IN
THE MARKET, THE TRANSPARENCY OF THOSE BUSINESS PRACTICES AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
CONSUMERS.

Consumer Protection has limited direct knowledge of the business practices of insurers and
repairers and is not aware of specific implications for consumers.
Consumer Protection understands that the smash repair industry has faced major changes
in recent years which may have played a role in adversely affecting relationships between
insurers and smash repairers.

33

Arkansas Code, Public Utilities and Regulated Industries, Insurance, Chapter 66, Trade Practices, Subchapter

2, Trade Practices Act, section 23-66-206 13 (0).
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These changes include:
•

Ongoing structural changes and rationalisation in the Australian insurance market,
resulting in increased market power of insurers.

•

Vertical integration of insurers with repair shops, parts suppliers and tow trucks.

•

Insurers applying pressure to control costs in the industry in response to pressures
on premiums.

•

Reduced demand for smash repair services as a result of the long term trend
towards fewer and less serious accidents due to increased vehicle and road safety,
enhanced enforcement measures.

•

The trend towards a younger fleet of vehicles resulting in decreased demand for
smash repair services.

•

Technological improvements in motor vehicle manufacture and automotive repair
techniques resulting in increased complexity of repair work.

•

A move away from arrangements whereby insurers would require consumers to seek
out quotes from different repairers and the insurer would agree to pay the smash
repairer that offered the lowest quote.

•

A move towards approved repairer schemes whereby insurers enter into contractual
relationships with smash repairers to become part of an approved network of
insurers.

The Insurance Council of Australia's submission to the NSW 2014 Inquiry indicated that
there has been a move away from traditional smash repairers to production line style large
high volume repair shops, complemented by small to medium specialist repairers. 34
The submission also noted a high concentration of insurers with the four largest insurers
accounting for 73 per cent of revenue and the two largest insurers accounting for 62.2 per
cent of market share.

35

34

Submission by Insurance Council of Australia (ICA) to the Motor Vehicle Repair Industry Committee which
attached a report commissioned by ICA and prepared by Deloitte Access Economics (DAE), 14 February 2014,
page (i) of DAE report.

35

ibid., page 33. Note: Data in the report was drawn from reports prepared by IBISWorld on subscription.
These reports are not publicly available. Updates are also not publicly available.
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It is understood that some smash repair businesses are concerned about not remaining
viable due to being excluded from participating in insurance repair work or not being able to
compete on price. Concerns have also been raised in regard to a lack of transparency in
regard to criteria used by insurance companies to include repairers in their preferred
repairer schemes.
Relevant to these concerns is the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC)
2002 investigation of breaches of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (TPA). Investigations related
to anti-competitive conduct, misuse of power, third line forcing, and unconscionable
conduct.
The ACCC found no evidence of breaches of the TPA but did find conduct perceived to be
unfair and unreasonable that could impact on the development of commercial relations
between smash repairers and insurers. Consumer Protection is not aware of any further
formal actions on the part of the ACCC relevant to business relationships between insurers
and smash repairers.
Impact on consumers

Commentary around implications of changes to the industry for consumers indicates that
consumers may be benefiting as a result of savings achieved by insurers. It is suggested that
these savings are in turn being passed on to consumers in the form of lower premiums. In
addition, it is suggested that consumers may be benefiting from improved convenience as a
result of insurers organising the entire repair process.
It is not clear as to whether the quality and safety of repairs are being compromised as a
result of recent structural changes to the industry and increased market power of insurers.
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PART 3: CONCLUDING COMMENTS
DEPARTMENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Previous reviews and inquiries

Many of the concerns raised by stakeholders have been the subject of a number reviews
and inquiries spanning the past two decades:
•

In 1995, the Industry Commission conducted an Inquiry into Vehicle and Recreational
Marine and Insurance Industries. The inquiry made recommendations to address
insurance issues including the establishment of a code of conduct and delivery of
targeted consumer education programs. The inquiry also considered towing, parts
and repair issues.

•

In 2002, the ACCC investigated breaches of the Trade Practices Act 1974.
Investigations related to anti-competitive conduct, misuse of power, third line
forcing, and unconscionable conduct.

•

In 2002, the ACCC facilitated an industry roundtable and released an issues paper in
Sept 2003. Recommendations included the introduction of dispute resolution
mechanisms, greater transparency and noted scope for a voluntary code. The issues
paper also noted that: 'in the event that a (voluntary) code of conduct does not
remedy substantive concerns, the ACCC recognises there might be scope for
government intervention at a later date'.

•

In 2004, the Small Business Ministerial Council recommended the development of a
national solution to problems in the smash repair industry and general insurance
industry, at a minimum through a voluntary, industry-wide code.

•

In 2004, the Productivity Commission conducted a national inquiry into the
relationship between the motor vehicle repair industry and the insurance industry
and recommended the establishment of a voluntary code of conduct for insurers and
repairers.

•

In 2005, the Parliament of NSW Joint Standing Stay Safe Committee inquired into the
motor vehicle smash repair industry under the Insurance Australia Group (IAG)
Preferred

Repairers

Scheme

and

its

implications

for

roadworthiness,

crashworthiness and road safety.
This followed the introduction of IAG's new web-based repair management system
and arose out of concerns about the system being anticompetitive, lowering the
quality of repairs and allowing unsafe vehicles to be returned to NSW roads.
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The Committee raised a number of safety concerns and made recommendations
specific to IAG's system. The Committee also made broader recommendations, for
example, in relation to safety assessments and inspections, skills and training of loss
assessors, assessment and certification of vehicle roadworthiness, and community
education.
•

In 2014, the Legislative Assembly of NSW Select Committee on the Motor Vehicle
Repair Industry inquired into the quality and safety of smash repair work. The
Committee recommended the introduction of a mandatory Code of Conduct under
the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth}, including penalties for breaches and
binding dispute resolution outcomes. The NSW Government's December 2014
response indicated support for this recommendation and noted that the Minister for
Fair Trading had approached the Commonwealth.

•

In 2015, the Senate Standing Committee on Economics inquired into the Future of
the Automotive Industry. The broad terms of reference resulted in smash
repairer/insurer issues being dealt with very briefly by the Committee.
The Committee noted a range of concerns raised by stakeholders including:
difficulties facing the smash repair industry predominantly related to the market
power of insurers, vertical integration and supply of safe parts, and access to
information. The Committee expressed particular concern about the implication that
the safety of repairs was being compromised by the market power of insurers.
The Committee considered that a more comprehensive and systemic review was
necessary as a matter of priority and recommended an independent inquiry into the
smash repair industry be undertaken to examine the relationships between insurers,
part suppliers and smash repair businesses, and inform an appropriate policy
response.
The Commonwealth Government's September 2017 response to the Senate Inquiry
noted it would continue to monitor the smash repair industry but would only
investigate appropriate options for action where there was a demonstrated
competition issue.

National issue

It is acknowledged that concerns raised by stakeholders are highly complex and difficult to
address given the significant power imbalance between insurers and smash repairers
coupled with rapid changes in the marketplace including vertical integration.
The tensions arising as a result of commercial relationships between insurers and repairers
represent an ongoing national issue which appears to warrant a national response.
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In this context and given that insurers are regulated under Commonwealth legislation,
Consumer Protection is of the view that issues raised by smash repairers would be best
addressed th rough:
•

Adopting a national approach to addressing ongoing concerns in regard to the
relationships between repairers and insurers.

•

An independent national inquiry into the smash repair industry being undertaken to
examine the relationships between insurers, part suppliers and smash repair
businesses, and inform an appropriate policy response as recommended by the
Senate Standing Committee on Economics 2015 Inquiry into the Future of the
Automotive Industry.

•

Introducing a national mandatory Code of Conduct for the motor vehicle insurance
and repair industry under the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth} including
appropriate penalties for breaches of the Code. As indicated above, such an
approach is consistent with the Commonwealth's commitment to consider further
regulatory options, including prescribing a mandatory industry code of conduct
under federal legislation should voluntary approaches fail.
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